
 

 

 

In Slovakia total time for adverts during prime time was 4 hours and 42 

minutes. There were three times more adverts in private broadcasters (about 

30 min a day) than in state channel (about 10 min a day). The reason is that 

state channel doesn´t  broadcast any adverts during TV programmes like films or 

TV news.  

 

Generally there were ads on bank products, insurance, mobiles, travel agencies 

and  ads on  next TV programmes. 

Unhealthy commercials represent 5 % in private channel and 1 % in state 

channel. Most of them were connected with  ice cream, candy, biscuits, fast 

food, mayonnaisse, energy drink and frizzy drinks. It´s not allowed to show any 

commercials for alcohol or tobacco product at that time for both broadcasters. 

In Slovakia there aren´t any restrictions  about messages on healthy food.  
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TV COMMERCIALS IN SLOVAKIA 



Paradox is that they never broadcasted TV commercial for vegetables or fruit.  

Children are target audience or they appear in TV commercials themselves. 

Putting children into commercials is very popular nowdays because they 

strongly influence shopping of whole family. That results in negative effects like 

spending money on sweets or unhealthy food and drink. That´s why  it is 

necessary to prepare and explain our children that advertising doesn´t need to be 

only positive but quite the opposite it can have negative effects.  

 

We know that the obesity in the world increases 3 times. In Slovakia every fifth 

child is overweight  and every tenth child is obese. The obesity is mostly among 

11- year- olds and they  have got problems with cholesterol. 

The scientists say that an obese child will be very likely obese in adulthood. 

 

Children don´t like sport. They have got only  2- 3 P.E. lessons a week and most 

of their free time they spend in front of TV or PC.  

 

In our school children miss breakfast or lunch and they buy crisps, sweets and 

sweetened drink instead. Nowadays  according to our school rules it´s forbidden 

to bring to school and drink any energy drink. We hope it will help to reduce 

their bad habit.  

 


